Job Posting

SHOP ASSISTANT - SCENIC CARPENTER
ESCAPE ROOM PROPS AND DESIGN
About Dynamic Escape Rooms
Dynamic Escape Rooms is a Tempe based company created with the
goal to provide new and unique immersive experiences that adapt to our
guests. We’re seeking a Shop Assistant to join our team and be part of an
exciting environment where we take escape rooms to the next level.
The Role
The Shop Assistant - Scenic Carpenter is a hands-on role that requires a
hard worker with a natural technical aptitude and a desire to learn. We’re
looking for self-motivated people who are interested in getting into the
event/set/prop fabrication world. This is a great opportunity to learn the
tricks of the trade in a fast paced environment that expects and produces
high quality scenic work. There will be opportunities to be involved in all
aspects of the process from pre-build planning all the way through
installation.

Classification
Part-Time (20-25 hours per week)
Including Nights, Weekends, and
Holidays
Pay Rate:
$12.50 to $14.50
Depending on Experience
HOW TO APPLY:
Qualified candidates should
email their resume to
hiring@dynamicescaperooms.com

Responsibilities
Work under the direction of management to create, build, paint, and maintain scenic elements, props, and puzzles.
Assist as instructed on shop build projects
Assist on installation of projects
Troubleshoot and repair a variety of basic carpentry issues during daily operations.
Basic Qualifications
Preferred Skills/Experience
High school diploma or equivalent
Knowledge of theatrical scenic techniques
Basic knowledge and proficiency in hand-held and
Scenic painting and staining techniques to props and
shop power tools including table saw, miter saw,
event elements of event production
routers, etc.
Knowledge of low voltage wiring, soldering
Basic knowledge and proficiency in painting
Knowledge of CNC equipment, laser cutting,
3D Printing Equipment, CAD Software (Fusion360)

E-Verify
Dynamic Escape Rooms participates in the U.S. Department of Homeland Security E-Verify program. The E-Verify program is an Internet-based
employment eligibility verification system operated by the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services. Learn More at https://www.e-verify.gov/employees

480.331.1202

dynamicescaperooms.com

1797 W University Dr #168, Tempe AZ

